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. 
B rucc li. )1j~J!1 an 

nepartJJiC!d- of C]ICJ!listry (}Jl(l Jnorg.c.mic lvlatclia]s 
Hcsc;~!rcl1 Divi:;jon of the L:nvrencc Berkeley l.:IboJ·atory) 
lJni.vcrsity of California, Bcrl;cJcy, Califo1ni:t 9!J 720 

Tho connec1 i.Ni bct\vecn 'the mc<~surcablc pror~rL!c:-.; of 

isol:1tcd molecules and the course, mcch::mi!;ms, and r:1tcs of 

1 

reaction~; is :1 cclltral problem in chemistry. While <m enormous 

number and variety of empirical, semiempirical, and fundamental 

approaches to this problem have and are being explon'cl, the 

successes of orbital and state symmetry and correlation methods 

have been particularly outstanding and wiclcs~reaJ. In addition, 

the importance of intersections and avoided intersections of 

photochemical reactions has become increasingly evident.] To 

provide a firm basis for the understanding of the behavior 

of complex chemical systems, it is valuable to determine tl1e 

degree to which pne can rationalize or predict detailed 

dynamical behavior in systems comprised of a small number of 

atoms, but which have several low~lying, strongly interactinB 

potential energy surface5. The area of gaseous ion-molecule 

reactions provides a particularly effective vehicle for this 

type of study, since even in systems with very few electrons, 

the stirfaces corresponding to the different charge exchange 

states of reactants and product~ generally lie close to each 

other, and often interact strongly. Moreover, detailed 

information on the reaction dynamics of many of these systems 



is available from ion bc:11n scattering experiments. 

In this Account, I shall Jescr.ihe ho\v, by using the known 

electronic properties of reactants, products, and intermediates, 

much of the dynamical behavior of these simple systems can be 

understood. In particular, electronic state correlation 

diagrams will be used to deduce the qualitative nature of the 

potential surfaces which control the reaction dynamics. Molecular 

orbital correlation diagrams have, of course, been applied 

z extensively and successfully to problems of this type, but 
. . 3 4 

much less use has been made of electronic state correlations. ' 

One of the major purposes of this paper is to demonstrate the 

value of making electronic state correlations and illuminating 

them by orbjtal correlations. 

Noble Gas-Hydrogen Systems 

The reactions of the noble gas ions and atoms with 

respectively the hydrogen molecule and molecule ion together 

constitute an intriguing example of the relation between 

reactivity and electronic configuration. Despite the 

simplicity of these systems, there are several possible product 

channels. Letting A stand for any noble gas atom, we have 

+ AH+ Hz + A + + H 

+ 
A + H z + AI-t + H 

A+ + Hz + A + Hz 
+ 

A+ + I-I z ;_~ A + H+ + H. 
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These processes, in addjtion to simple collisional dis~;ociation 

without charge transfer, constitute the possible results of 

lol\ energy collisions. The relative impOrtance of the different 

channels varies rather spec~acularly in the noble gas family. 

The reaction 

H + + lie ·+- Ilell+ + II 
2 t. J-1 = + 0 • 8 e V 

is endoergic, but proceeds readily if the necessary energy is 

supplied either as relative translational energy of the 

reactants, or as vibrational energy of Hz+ Indeed, the 

photoionization experiments of Chupka 5 ' 6 have shown that 

vibrational energy is particularly effective in promoting 

reaction. In contrast, the reaction 

+ + 
Ire + liz -~ IIeii + H Ill! """ -3.3 eV 

has never been observed, and has a rate constant that is four 

d f . d 7 11 J J d f or ers o magn1tu e sma er t1an t1at expecte or an 

exoetg1c ion-molecule reaction. 

The explanation of these results, and a rationalization 

of what does happen when He+ coll~des with Hz can be 

gleaned from Figure 1. Ther~ are plotted the potential energy 

curves that correspond to cuts through the poteptial energy 

surfaces in the asymptotic reactant and product regions. The 

separated atoms with lowest to~al energy are + He + H + H. 
+ Bringing together H and H on the lowest surface merely 

J 
2 + · 1 f + 1.f H . generates t1e Ig potent1a energy curve o Hz e 1s 

+ i 

far a1vay. Bringing together lie and II generates the lowest 

1>:+ pot~nt ial energy curve of HeJ-t, and this constitutes a 

3 



cut through tilL~ lolvl'St surface ror the system in the product 
. + 

r cg i on . Be c au s c t h e r e a c t an t s. 11 2 + II e and the !H o ll u c t s 

II c II+ + H both cor r e 1 at c a J j a bat i c a 11 y to II e + I I+ + I I , '" e em 

expect that the system can pass adiabatically (i.e., on one 

Born-Op~enheimer surface) from reactants to products. The 

same conclusion·can be reached for the other of the first 

four noble gas-hydrogen systems, as was pointed out by Kuntz 

and Roach. 8 · Indeed, reaction with Hz+ to form the protonated 

noble gas molecular ion is observed experimentally in all these 

cases. The lowest potential energy 
. + 

surface for the Hz - He 

system has been calculated by Brown and Hayes 9 for collinear 

conformations, and appears to have the qualitative features 

expected to be consistent with the observed 5 ' 6 effectiveness 

of vibrational energy in increasing the reaction cross section. 

Consider now the higher energy atomic state He+ + II + H. 

Bringing together the two hydrogen atoms with paired spins 
1 + generates the r ground state potential energy curve, which g 

is accordingly a cut in the reactant region through the surface 

on which He+ + Hz collisions occur. The apparent peculiarity 

of having the ground state of H2 lie above the states ~f Hz+ 

is of course a result of our (proper) inclusion of the energies 

of He and He+ in the diagram. To generate a cut through the 
. + 

product region of this upper surface, we bring together He 

and H. There arc calculations 10 that demonstrate that the 

resulting excited 1r state of HeH+ is totally repulsive, and 

the corresponding 3): state is at best very weakly bound. 

Consequently, we havb the first indication of the difficulty 

of forming a stable HeH+ molecule from He+ and H2 .. 

4 
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Figure 1 shows that in the asymptotic rc~ictant reg1on, 

the potenUal energy curve for liz crosses the repulsive 2 i~+ 
u 

+ 0 

state of Hz at approximately li\, and may in~ersect the 

h 
z + . . + 

repulsive wall of t e l:g ground state of 11 2 at a smaller 

distance. These potential surface crossings do occur when 

helium is fa.r away, and not .interacting with the hydrogen 

moiety. In effect, the crossings occur because there is no 

electron readily available to convert Hz+ to Hz. However, 
. . z z 

since all the surfaces Involved arc of l: - A' symmetry, these 

intersections become avoided when the helium-hydrogen 

separation decreases. As a result, the surface which has 
. + 

asymptotically the character of He + Hz may upon contraction 

of the H-H distance adiabatically acquire the cl1aracteristic 

of. He+ Hz+ (zl:;), and upon ~xpansion of the H-H distance, 

, , . . . f LJ u + c2 +) I . h 1 assume tm:: cnaracteriS"ClCS o 1 e + uz l:u . n t e atter 

instance, the surface leads directly to dissociation to 
+ H . + H + He. In the former case, the shape of the potential 

surface is affectedi but the system remains bound with respect 

to H+ + H. 

There are two important questions to be considered. First, 

is the interaction between the primitive crossing states in 

fact strong enough to produce substantial mixing and avoided 

crossings, and thereby form an adiabatic path from He+ + Hz to 
+ . 

lie + H + H? Second, are the avoided intersections reached In 

the course of a sighificant number of collision· trajectories? 
+ For the He - Hz system, these questions can only be answered 

by detailed calculation of the potential energy surfaces and 

exact trajectories on them. However, we can say thnt if these 

5 



avoided intersections arc :-~cccssihlc, th'c result of lie+ 

colliding hit:h 11 2 should be to produce tlissocintiv·c charge 
+ transfer to II + II + lie. l't is unlikely that significant 

amounts of either 11 2+ or Hell+ can be formed. This argument 

is consis.tci1t with recent experimental findings 7 which show 

that the cross section for disappearance of lie+ in H2 1s 

very small and that the product is predominantly and perhaps 
+ exclusively He + H + H . 

A diagram which is very similar to Figure 1 can be drawn 

for the (Ne - Hz)+ system, with the major difference being 
+ that the reactant states which dissociate to Ne + H + H are 

3 eV lower than the corresponding curves in Figure 1. The 

conclusions to be reached are the same: Ne + Hz+ will react 

+ + to produce NeH , Ne + Hz should be largely unreactive and 
+ + produce no NeH · or Hz . If anything, dissociative charge 

+ transfer to H + H should occur, but with small cross section. 

These conclusions are consistent with the experimental facts 

that are known.ll,lZ 

Qualitatively different chemical behavior is observed in 

the (Ar - Hz)+ system, and can also be rationalized by a 

similar analysis of the asymptotic ~otential energy surfaces 

displayed in Figure Z. + 
Again, since the reactants Hz + Ar 

and the products ArH+ + H dissociate to H+ + H + Ar, it is not 

surprising t~at there is an adiabatic surface which leads to 

reaction. In the lowest approximation, one would not expect 

that there is a surface which permits reaction of Ar+ with liz 

+ to produce ArH in its ground state. However, because of the 

6 
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ncar cojncidcnce of the ionization energies of 1\r anJ 11 2 

(15. 76 and 15.43 cV, respectively), the potential curve for 
+ . + 

11 2 (and Ar) intersects that for Hz (anJ 1\r ) very ncar the 

equilibrium internuclear distance of Hz. As the argon-hyJrogcn 

distance decreases in a collision, this intersection becomes 

~ avoided, and lower and upper adiabatic noncrossing surfaces 
' 

arc gcncrated. 8 ' 13 The lower adiabatic surface has the 
+ + character of Ar + Hz at small H-H separation,·. and of Ar + Hz 

at larger H-H separations. Thus, during a collision of Ar+ 

and liz, the system tan pass adiabatically to regions closely 
+ related to Ar + Hz by expansion of the H-H distance. If the 

collision is of a grazing nature, the argon and hydrogen may 

separate in this electronic condition, and thereby produce 

+ the simple ch~rge exchange prdducts Ar + H2 It is also easy 

to imagine that jf the collisiori is of a more intimate nature, 

production of ArH+ and H can oc.cur. Both these processes have 

been observed experimentally. Moreover, an exact classical 

trajectory analysis of Ar+ - Hz collisions by Chapman and 
13 Preston shows very clearly that grazing collisions lead 

principally to electron transfer, while more intimate collisions .. 
lead to atom transfer. 

The foregoing analyses show how knowledge of the asymptotic 

properties of reactants and products can be used to rationalize 

or predict the chemical behavior of systems that can lead to 

more than one set of reaction products. It is seen that the 

central points of the analys~s arc delineation of the adiabatic 

correlations between react~nts and products, and recognition 

7 



of surface intersections and ()f avoidc~Ll surface crossings. 

An important lesson to be learned is that these t1voided surface 

intersections can lead to products whose electronic orbital 

configurations uo not correlate in lowest order with those of 

the reactants. This type of analysis can also he applicu to 

rationalize the qualitative nature of the detailed reactio11 

dynamics, as the following examples show. 

The C+ - Hz and N+ - liz Systems 

The reaction of C+ with Hz provides a particularly 

instructive example of the correlation of electronic sttucture 

and reaction dynamics. I b . . 14 } on earn scatter1ng experiments stow 

that the velocity vector distribution of the CH+ product has 

considerable symmetry about the ±90° axis in the ceriter-of-

mass coordinate system. . 14 15 As has been extensively d1scussed, ' 

this is consistent with but does not necessarily indicate, the 

occurrence of a CHz+ collision intermediaic whose lifetime is 

greater than a molecular rotational period. Superficially, 

such a "long-lived" collision complex might be expected from 

the fact, known from appearance potential measurements, that 

the ZA1 ground state of CHz+ lies approximately 4.3 eV below 

the 

the. 

+ 
minimum energy of the reactants C + H2 , and 4.7 eV below 

. + 1 . 
products Cll ( L:) and H. Such a potential energy well can 

produce the long-lived collision complex that. is suggested by 

the experimental data. Ho,vever, the question which should be 

answered is whether or not the potential energy well is 

accessible to reactants by a low energy adiabatic path. In 

other words, docs C+ readily insert into 11 2 to form the symmetric 
+ 

CHz ? 

8 
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A first ;tttc111pt to aJJSII'l'r this question can be madc.hy 

us1ng a molecular orbital correlation diagram to determine 

how the various possible electron configurations of the 
+ 

reactants evolve to those of the intermediate CIIz . An 

orbital correlation diagram suitable for this analysis is 

shown in Fig. 3. We consider the part of the diagram in which 
) 

C+ approaches Hz along·the perpendicular bisector of the bond, 

so that the system remains in the Cz point group. From Fig. 3, v . 

wl1ich shows only the valence shell orbitals, it is clear that 

in the 2A1 ground state of CHz+, the C-H bonding 2a 1 and lbz 

orbitals are doubly occupied, and the largely non-bonding 3a
1 

orbital is singly occupied.· For C+(ZP) approacl1ing Hz in the 

Czv (isoceles triangle) conformation, we have two electrons in 

the carbon Z s (a 
1

) orbital, tw·o more in the hydrogen a g ( a 1 ) 

orbital, artrl one electron in the carbon 2p orbital, which may 

be of b
1

, bz, or a
1 

symmetry, depending on whether the sy~netry 

axis of the orbital is perpendicular to the nuclear plane, 

or in-plane parallel or perpendicular to the internuclear axiS 

z of Hz· The latter choic~ generates a A1 potential surface, 

since all electrons are in orbitals of a 1 symmetry. Thus,,this 
2A1 surface which has lowest energy-in the reactant region 

does not have the same orbital occupancy as does the 2A
1 

+ electronic ground state of CH 2 near its most stable equilibrium 

geometry. In fact, as Figure 3 shows, the orbital occupancy 

of the reactants corresponds to the configuration (Za
1

)
2 

(3a1 )Z (4a1 *) 1 , in which the bonding lbz orbital is unoccupied, 

* and the antibonding 4a
1 

orbital possesses one electron. 

9 



Cons i d c rat i on of t ll c c J c c t ron con r i gut· at i on I e :1 d s to t h c 

conclu~ion that as C+ approaches 11 2 on the 2A
1 

surface, the 

potential energy must rise. Eventually this "reactant" surface 

must attempt to cross the 2A1 surface which has the ground state 

electronic configuration, and \vhich dissociates. in the lowest 
1 + 2 + or diahatic approximation to C( D) and 11 2 ( 2:g). The result 

is the behavior indicated on the electronic state correlation 

diagram, Figure 4. While a correlation diagram can bnly 

represent the true potential energy surface in a very limited 

and almost entirely qualitative manner, certain features can 

be displayed with considerable assurance. In Figure 4, we 

see that the 2A1 ground state of CH 2+ is accessible to the 

reactants C+( 2P) and H2 , but only if the system passes over 

what must be a considerable potential energy barrier. It is 

important to note how both state and orbital correlatiuns 

contribute to this conclusion. Since states of the same 
2 symmetry do not cross, the lowest A1 state of reactants must 

·z 
correlate adiabatically to the lowest A1 state of the inter-

mediate. However, this forces the electron orbital occup~ncy 

to change as the system evolves from reactants to the inter

mediate. Consideration of the orbitals occupied in the reactants 

leads to the conclusion that they are separated from the 

intermediate by a potential energy barrier. 

Much the same argument can be constructed for the 2B1 

surface of Fig. 4. On.this surface, reactants have an 

electronic configuration which according to Figure 3 correlates 

to the highly excited (2a 1) 2 (3a1) 2 (lb1 ) 1 configuration of 

10 



+ 
c1J

2 
The co 11 f.i g u r; 1 t i on of the 1 owes t 

? 

its equilibrium conformation i~; (2a
1

)'"' 

2n state of Cll') + nc:n 
1 L 

(1 b 2 ) 
2 

C 1 b 1 y 1 
, \v 11 i c h 

3 + 2 + corresponds to the highly excited reactants C( P) and 11
2 

( ~-:u). 

Thus the 2
B

1 
surface must have a potential energy barrier 

between the reactants and the potential energy \vell, as 1s 

indicated in Figure 4. Again, access of reactants with lo,.

kinetic energy to the strongly bound regions of CII 2+ is 

blocked. 

2 The behavior of the B2 surface is qualitatively different 

from that of the two previous situations. The electronic 

configuration of the reactants on the 2B2 surface corresponds 
2 - 1 to (2a

1
) (lb 2 ) 2 (3a

1
) , the expected ~onfiguration of the 

lowest 2B2 state + of CH 2 . Because there are three bonding 

electrons and no antibonding electrons present, the surface 

might be expected to be flat or slightly attractive at large 

C+-H 2 distances. In fact, ab initio calculations 16 show that 

the- surface is rather flat initially, but rises at small C+-H 2 
separations. The 2B2 surface therefore crosses the lowest 2A

1 
2 and B

1 
surfaces in the region where they are rapidly dropping 

in energy. These crossings arc allowed in strict c2v nuclear 

conformations because of the different symmetries of the states. 

It therefore appears that in c2v conformations, reactants with 

lOw kinetic energy do not have access to the 

energy wells associated with the 2B
1 

and 2A
1 

deep potential 
+ states of CH 2 

.In the light of these ctinsiderations alone, it would be hard 

to understand the occurrence of a long-lived collision complex 

in the C+(II 2 ,H)CH+ reaction at 10\v kinetic energies. 

11 



A s.ignific:Jil! nc1v fe;Jturl' appca1:-; \·J!Jcn :;c:Jlcnc trjangular 

g l' om c t r i c :~ r o r C II 2~ arc con:; i d c r c d • 1 n t h c C: s p o in t group , 

2 + 2 2 2 the B
1 

state of CII 2 becomes A", but both the A
1 

and ·B 2 
states become 2A'. Thus the crossing of the 2B2 and 2A

1 

surfaces, allowed jn c2v symmetry, becomes avoided in Cs symmetry. 
2 2 Accordingly, reactallts on the B - A' surface can pass . 2 

adiabatically by a low energy path to the 2A' - 2A1 ground 

state of CH 2+ The deep potential energy well o~ CH 2 ~ is 

therefore accessible to the reactants even when they have low 

kinetic energy, and the occurrence of a long-lived collision 

complex 1n the C+(II 2 ,H)CH+ reaction is quite reasonable. 

There is a rather 

the 2A
1 

and 2B2 states 

pictorial description of the mixing of 

+ that occurs when the C -H 2 collision 

complex is distorted from c2 to C geometry. The carbon 2p v s 

orbitals which lie in the (y-z) plane defined by the nuclei 

together produce in the isolated atomic ion an electron 

distributioh which is cylindrically symmetric, and appears to 

l d 1 · h 1 A c+ h 1J 1 Je a oug1nut 1n t e y-z p ane. s approac es 1 2 , t1e 

doughnut-lik~ electron distribution is distorted. If the 

nuclear conformation has c2v symmetry, these in~plane orbitals 

can be resolved and expressed in terms of either the conven-

tional 2p
2

(a1) or 2py(b2 ) orbitals of carbon, which point 

respectively perpendicular and parallel to the axis of H2 . 

Occupation of one of these orbitais produces either the . 
2 2 A

1 
or B2 surface, When the nuclear conformation departs 

from c2 symmetry, both these surfaces contain contributions v --

from what have been designated as the a
1 

and b 2 2p orbitals, 

12 
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both mixed h'ith the o-:~' orhit;d of 11 2 . The lower of the th'O 

2 A' surfaces generated in this manner has the lowest lying a' 

orhit;1ls occupied to the.~ maximum extent possible. Its close 

relation to the 2A1 ground state of CH 2+ is displayed by 

writing the electron cohfiguration as (2a1 -2a'} 2 (lb 2 -3a') 2 

1 ( 3 a 1 - 4 a ' ) , \v hi c h s h o IV s t h c a s soc i at i on o f the o r b i t a 1 s in 

c2 and C symmetry explicitly. In brief: on the lowest v s 

energy surface ~vailable to C+ + H
2

, all electrons have a' 

symmetry for C nuclear conformations. This surf~ce evolves s 

adiabatically to the ground state of CI-1 2+, which has its' 

minimum energy in the symmetric c2v conformation, and is then 
. 2 

designated A
1

. 

The foregoing arguments were constructed in anticipation 

and as rationaliz~tions of the experimental results 14 on the 

reactive scattering of C+ by H2 . Subsequent to the completion 

of that w~rk and construction of the arguments based on the 

correlation diagram, Liskow, Bender, ·and Schaefer16 performed 

extensive SCF-CI caltulations to determine certain profiles 

of the C+-I-1
2 

potential energy surfaces. Some of the results 

of these calculations are shown in Figure 5. The barrier on 

the 2A1 surface between reactants and the complex anticipated 

from the correlation diagram is nicely confirmed by the cal

culations. The.barrier on the 2B1 surface, which was not 

an~icipated in the original workJ is also clearly demons~rated. 

As requir~d by experiment, the calculations 

gebmetries, the 2B2 and 2A
1 

states interact 

show that for C s 

f 2A' to ·orm a 

surface which provides a low energy path from teactants to the . 

13 
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CII
2

+(ZJ\
1

) potcnti;Jl energy 1veJl. Thus the m:tjor qu<lli.tative 

features of the potential surface deduced from experj!llC!lts, 

cor r e 1 at i on d i a g r ;1m s , and the as y m p t o t i c proper t i e s o [ rca c tan t , 

product, and intermediate states arc substantially confirmed 

by the ab initio calculation. 

Can the lessons learned from this analysis be profitably 

applied elsewhere1 The reaction of N+( 3P) with Hz to give NH+ 

provides a test. This reaction is thermoneutral or ~lightly 

exoergic, and it is known that the potential energy of 

symmetric NHz+ in its 3B1 ground state lies approximately 6 eV 

below that of reactants and products. If this state is 

accessible to low energy reactants, a long-lived collision 

complex should be observed. 

Construction of the cqrrelation diagram for the N+-Hz 
+ 

reaction is greatly aided by our knowledge of. the C -Hz system. 
+ 3 . . 3 3 

As N ( P) approaches Hz 1n the c2v conformation, B1 , B2 , and 

3A. states are generated. The 3B state is very closely z 1 
z + related to the A1 state of the C -Hz system, since it can be 

+ generated by adding a non-bonding lb 1 electron to the C -Hz 

system and appropriat~ly increasing the nuclear charge. The 

3B1 surface should therefore be repulsive at J.arge N+-Hz 

distances, and then drop abruptly to the deep ground state 
+ potential energy well of symmetrical NHz .. This behavior is 

indicated in Figure 6. 

Similarly, the 3Bz state of N+-Hz is generated from the 

repulsive ZA1 state of C+-H2 by addition of a bonding lbz 

electron. This surface should also be repulsive, but not as 

14 
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JIIUL"h as the :)B
1 

~L1tc. As Figure 6 shows, the 3B
2

-surLkL' doe:.; 

not provide access to the deep potential wells of NII 2 + The 

3A2 state of N+-:11 2 can be obtained from the 2n 2 -state of c+-11
2

, 

again by addition of a non-bonding lb
1 

electron. Accordingly, 

the 3A2 surface of the N+-11 2 system is indicated to be rather 

flat in Figure 6. 

The surfaces appropriate for strict c2v symmetry offer 
+ no access to the deep potential energy well of NH 2 by a low 

energy path. However, in Cs symmetry, the 3A2 and 3B
1 

surfaces 

both assume 3A" character. Thus the crossing of the 3A2 and 3s
1 

surfaces indicated in Figure 6 is actually avoided when the 

system is-distorted from c2v symmetry. The reactants do in 

fact have a low energy adiabatic path to the potential energy 
' + well, and from there to the products NH ~ H. Do the experimental 

measurements of the product distribution indicate the occurrence 

of a long-lived collision complex, as might be expected from 

this analysis? The velocity vector distributions of NH+ 

measured at reactant energies of 2 ev and above 17 indicate that 

the reaction proceeds by a direct, short-lived interaction, not 

a long-lived complex. Only when the initial relative energy is 

reduced to the vicinity of 1 eV and below18 does any indication 

of a long-lived complex appear. 

This result is superficially surprising, since + the NH 2 

well is very deep, and might be expected to produce a long-

lived collision complex at energies as high as 3 eV. However, 

an explanation is available. In order to reach the 3B
1 

- 3A" 

well of NH 2+, the reactants on the lower 3A" surface must travel 

ad i a bat i ct]_!_.::_ pas t the reg i on where the 3 B 
1 

and 3 A 2 surf a c e s 

15 



i11t cr:-;cct. In the 1 i1nit of v;lllishing relative velocity, systems 

on the lo11·cr 3A" surL1cc \vill remain on this surl"acc as it 

3 3 + evol vcs to the B
1 

- /\" grom1ll st~te \vell of Nll 2 . IIO\'.'ever, 

\v h c n the r c 1 a t i v c.' v c 1 o c it y is fi n it c , t h c s y s t c m may ex h i b it 

3 d i aha t i c b c h ;1 vi or , . and make a trans it ion to the upper 1\" 

surface. + 
J\t small N -11 2 separations this surface 1s relateJ 

to the excitcJ 3
!i. 2 state of NII 2 +, which has no Jeep potential 

energy well. As Figure 6 shows, the system can then evolve 
+ to the products NH + H. 

Motion on the diabatic 3A'' - 3A surface should lead to 2 

product formation by a direct, short-lived interaction. The 

velocity vcct6r distribution of Nil+ should therefore by 

asymmetric at the higher relative energies as is observed 

experimentally. At low relative energies, the system should 

behave adiabatically, and remain on· the lcwcr 3A'' - 3B
1 

surface, 

visit the deep potential energy well, and form product by a 

long-lived interaction. This adiabatic behavior will be more 

pronounced, the greater is the spl1tting between the upper and 
3 

lower A" surfaces, and the smaller is the initial relative 

translational energy. Thus it is the separation between the 

3 two A" surfaces, rather than the depth of the potential energy 

well which controls formation of a long-lived co~plex in this 

system. 

The foregoing argument provides an adequate explanation 
+ of the behavior of the N -11 2 system. However, its validity 

probably can only be ~stablished by an elaborate calculatiort 

of the exact potential energy surfaces in the region: of tlre 

16 
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:~.\. -._'. ·- 31) :t . . . . ·· ) 1 n t c r :~ l' c t 1 o 1 1 • While this cxarnplc illu:;tr:1tes the 

lindtations of the predictions that can be made froin usymptotic 

st:1lc properties and correlation diagrams, it also shows how 

these techniques can lead to recognition of at least the 

possilJility of certain typeS of otherwise unexp~cted behavior. 

In his paper which first outlined the electronic state 

correlation technique, Schuler3 emphasized the importance of 

correlating reactants and products through the least symmetric 

intermediate complex. The formation of long-lived intermediates 
+ + 

111 the C -Hz and N -liz systems illustrates this point, since 

it is only the scalene_triangular conformations that provide 

low energy adiabatic paths from reactants to the deep potential 

well of the intermediate. On the other hand, it is important 

to realize that if only C conformations had been considered, . s 
+ an important aspect of the N -H 2 problem would have been 

overlooked. In highly symmetric nuclear conformations, the 

electronic states caeh belong io 6ne of a variety of symmetry 

species. Some of these states of different symmetry may cross 

each other. In less symmetric conformations, fewer symmetry 

species are available, and some of the states which crossed 

in symmetric conformations may belong to the same symmetry 

species of the less symmetric conformation. Thus their 

crossings become avoided as the intermediate·is distorted. 

HO\~ever, because these states cross in symmetric conforma,tions, 

they lvill appro:1ch each other closely even in less symmetric 

conformations, thereby facilitating diabatic behavior, or 

electronic tr:1nsitions in the course of re~tctio1l. In short, 

17 



nwl,ing corrcl~tion di:tgr;tms for symmetric conformations is :1 

~~ood 1v:ty to discover the possibility of diah:1tic behavior. 
. + . + 

1\ br icf comment on the dynamics of the 0 (liz ,II) 011 . 

. 19,ZO . . 1 b f . l .. 1 1 re:1ct1on 1s 111 or( er ecausc o · 1ts o )Vlous y c ose 

relation to the C+ -H 2 and N+ -liz systems. The ZB
1 

ground 
+ 

state of HzO lies approximately 5 eV below the grou11d states 

of the reactants and products, and again one can entertain the 

possibility that a long-lived complex reaction mechanism \vill 

b f 11 d II h 1 . d. 17 f 1 . e o owe . owever, t e corre atlon . 1agram or t11s 

system shows that the reactants 0+( 4S) + Hz( 1E+) move initially 
. g 

on a 4A2 - 4A"- 4E surface \vhich leads adiabatically to 

products, and has no deep wells that can produce a long-lived 

collision complex. This 4Az surface does cross the 2B
1 

surface 

that leads to the ground state of II 20+ Because electron spin 

is for the most part conserved 1n systems of low atomic number, 

systems on the 4A2 - 4A'' - 4E surface can not reach the deep 

2 B
1 

~ell with any appreciable probability. Consequently, it 

is not surprising that this reaction proceeds by a direct, 

short-lived interaction mechanism even at the lowest energies. 21 

Summary 

Analysis of the behavior of a number of triatomic ion-

molecule systems shows that ce~tain propertie$ of the reactants, 

products and intermediates can be used to deduce the feasibility, 

course, and detailed dynamic mechanism of a reaction. Correia-

tion of the electronic states of reactants ancl products is 

important, for in the course of a reaction, the princjpal 

18 
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c o n t r i b u t i n g c J c c t r o 11 i c o r h i t :ll c o 11 f i g u r a ti on 111 a y c h a n g c 

suhstantjally. Jn constructing these correlation diagrams, 

jnformation from one system may he used to ascertain the 

qualitative nature of some of the potential energy surfaces 

in other systems. Surface crossings and avoided crossings 

arc important. To ascertain the existence of these features, 

it is Jtccessary not only to correlate states corresponding 

to highly symmetric nuclear conformations, but to consider 

the effects of distortions to 16wer symmetry. In addition, 

the effect of variation of coordinates other than what appears 

to be the reaction coordinate should be assessed. Both 

adiabatic and diabatic behavior near avoided crossings is 

possible ind has been observed to affect the reaction dynamics 

profoundly. It is to be hoped that there will be continued 
' development of methods which permit facile quantitative 

assessment of the nature of avoided crossings of potential 

energy surfaces without extensive computational effort. 
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FlCllnL CAPTIONS 

Fi_gurc 1. Potent ia1 energy curves for the diatoms in the asymptotic 

rc:tctant and product regions of the (lle-llz)+ system. Note the 
. 1 ,+ + 2 ,+ . 

crossing of the curves for Hz ( ),g) and 11 2 ( 6u) wluch occurs 
+ in the reactunt region of He + Hz, but \vhich becomes avoided 

,., h c n a 11 t h r e e a toms are c 1 o s e to each o t h e r . 

Figure Z. Potential energy curves for the diatomic reactants and 
. + 

products of the (Ar - H2) system. Note th~t the crossing of 

the curves for HzC 1 ~;) and H2 +(Z~;} occurs very near the 

mini~um energy of the former state. This crossing becomes 

avoided when all three atoms are close to each other~ and 
+ + . . 

permits formation of ArH from Hz + Ar , as well as from 

+ H
2 

+ Ar. 

Figure 3. A molecular orbital correlation diagram for the approach 

of a second row atom or ion to hydrogen. At the left, the 

correlations are made assuming c2v conformations, whereas aL 

the far right, a collinear approach is assumed. The mixing 

of a 1 and b 2 orbitals which occurs when the system is distorted 

to Cs symmetry is indicated by dashed lines. 

Figure 4. A correlation diagram linking the electronic states of 

reactants, intermediates, and products of the (C-Hz)+ system. 

On the left of the diagram, states which a~ise for isosceles 

triangular conformations (C 2v) are indicated, which on the 

right, correlations for collinear unsymmetrical conformations 

are shown. The crossing of the 2B2 and 2A1 states which 

occurs for strict c2v symmetry is avoided in C
5 

symmetry, as 

is indica ted by . the dashed curves.· 
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F i g 11 r 'c 5 • C a 1 c u 1 ~~ t ion:-; h)' L i $ k ow , H c n d c r , ~li1 d S c hac f c r of t h c 

2 2 2 minimum <.'nergics on the lowest A1 , B1 , and· n2 states of 
' + 

Cll 2 . The coordinate R is the distance between the center-

of-mass of H2 and the carbon nucleus. Note the barriers 

+ 2 2 be tween reactants and the CII 2 complex on the A1 and B 2 
surfaces. , The crossing of the 2A1 and 2n2 surfaces shmvn 

here becomes avoided when the system is distorted to Cs 

symmetry. 

l;igure 6. A correlation diag~am linking the relevant electronic 

states of reactants, products, and intermediates of the 
. + 

(N~H 2 ) system. The arrangement of the diagram is as in 

Fig. 4, with c2v correlatioris on the left, and Coov correlations 

on the right. Note the close resemblance to the correlation 

diagram for the (C-H 2)+ system, particularly the crossing of 

the 3A2 and 3n
1 

states, which is avoided in Cs symmet·ry. 
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